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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 GENERAL

Figure 1. Ocean Energy Spectrum, Thurman 1991

The magnitude of available ocean energy is staggering. “It has been estimated that if just
0.1 percent of the global ocean energy resource were harnessed, scientists could power
the whole world five times over.” (Merry 2005). Ocean surface waves, also called gravity
and wind waves, are a large part of the global ocean energy resource. It is documented
that surface waves (wind and gravity) contain the highest energy levels in the ocean wave
energy spectrum (Fig. 1). As a conservative estimate, at 15 percent overall efficiency, 4
percent of surface waves could power all human energy consumption five times over, and
it will be decades or centuries into the future before global energy consumption increases
beyond available ocean wave energy. In other words, ocean surface waves can power all
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human energy consumption for the foreseeable future. Note that the highest wave energy
is concentrated in the 1 to 30 second wave periods, and the area under the curve for this
region is approximately 10 times the area of the tidal energy represented by the two peaks
on the far right of the graph. Long-term annual wave periods off the west coast of North
America, ranging from Canada to Mexico, are very consistent at approximately 12
seconds which provides the United States an excellent opportunity to become a world
leader in wave energy conversion.

Let’s now consider all the places on Earth to harness ocean surface waves. The surface
area of Earth’s oceans is approximately 350 million square kilometers (km). Hence, if
wave energy was harvested at 15 percent efficiency, the world could be powered by, for
example, a 500 by 500 km square wave farm near Alaska, the United Kingdom, Chile, or
Australia. These regions contain high concentrations of surface wave energy flux (Fig. 2).
Equivalently, four wave farms of 250 by 250 km square in each of these regions could
power the world. Harnessing ocean wave energy near Alaska, California, Oregon,
Washington, Maine, Connecticut, Massachusetts, New York and New Jersey could power
the entire continent of North America. Spacing of devices must be considered for design
purposes due to wave attenuation factors. Gravity is the restoring force for large waves,
and devices that use floatation with a near free-body motion will minimize attenuation.
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Figure 2. Global Wave Power, energysustained.com 2007

There are other factors, dealing with wave energy, that bring challenges to designers and
engineers. For example, a device anchored in 30 meters of water with 12-second-period,
10-meter-high waves passing overhead can experience oscillating bottom currents near 2
meters per second due to the wave motion on the surface combined with bottom currents
(Kamphuis 2000). Integrating anchor reels into the power generation system will allow us
to harness and convert this kind of loading on the housing into electricity. Testing will be
used to determine how deep anchors will have to be set to avoid over-loading the
anchoring system.

The main challenge is to build a system that can harness and deliver the energy without
catastrophic failure in large storms or other hazardous conditions. Once people become
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dependent on ocean wave power plants to replace their fossil fuel power plants, the ocean
wave plants must have the same statistical reliability as the fossil fuel plants. To harness a
significant amount of the global surface wave energy, we must design and build a system
to deploy and operate in the high-energy wave climates of the world, such as, the North
Atlantic, North Pacific, and Southern Ocean. The North Atlantic has already caused one
notable catastrophic failure of a wave energy harnessing device. The first OSPREY, built
by Wavegen, a 2 MW prototype oscillating water column wave energy device, was lost at
sea soon after being launched from the Clyde in Scotland in August 1995. The OSPREY
was under construction when a large storm hit the region. Large waves cracked the
unfinished ballast tanks, and the entire structure tipped over and sank. More recently a
catastrophic failure occurred in the North Pacific. The Finivera AquaBuoy™ sank after
the floatation section began taking on water eventually causing the bilge pump to fail.
The AquaBuoy™ sank off Reedsport, Oregon on 27 October 2007 after two months of
testing. We are designing a device to deploy in a sea worthy state before being loaded
onto a vessel, and deploy in hours vice days or weeks. We are designing the WEHD to
deploy in short periods of calm seas and intend to have fully operational units within 12
hours of arriving at the deployment site. The expensive electricity generating components
will remain submerged below the high-energy surface waves in a buoyant housing for the
duration of their deployment.

The path to such a system will most likely be an iterative process with a combination of
physical and computer models leading to a final product. Numerous devices are already
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being used to harness wave energy to generate electricity, but none of them have passed
the test of time. Systems intended to harness off-shore wave energy to produce
commercial amounts of electricity and deliver that electricity to shore have only been in
production since the 1970s, and none of them have actually been able to replace even one
mid-size coal-fire plant.

We started with a scale model in 2004, tested that model in a wave tank, noted the results,
applied lessons learned, and built a second scale model. This process was repeated. As
we repeated the process, we noted that the scale model can help us design prototypes for
industrial power production and data buoy applications.
Industrial power production from harnessing wave energy is by far the larger of the two
markets for this research. At the time of this research, one gigawatt (GW) of power in the
USA is worth over $350 million per year at the industrial rate ($0.04 per kWh) and over
$700 million per year at the national average residential rate ($0.08 per kWh). The
Department of Energy estimated the total spent on energy in the United States in 2006 to
be $2.35 trillion dollars. Therefore, the main focus of this work will concentrate on
extracting as much energy as possible per unit area of sea surface while designing a
system that will operate in the largest storms on record for a given wave climate.
As a secondary goal, the wave tank model will be considered for modification and
application to power data and navigation buoys.
Buoys deployed around the globe are providing valuable data to mariners, scientists and
engineers. A large number of buoys require some source of electrical power for one or
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more applications. These applications include lights for channel and navigational hazard
buoys, and power for instruments on data buoys. The demand for power on these buoys
increases as the demand for brighter beacons or data increases. To meet the power
demands of these brighter beacons or new, high-bandwidth, real-time data systems, there
is a need to supplement the traditional solar panel power supplies with another source of
power. This assay documents the development of a scale model device to be tested in a
wave tank. The resulting device, with minor alterations, may be used to harness wave
energy to provide power to data or navigation buoys.
Rechargeable power sources on navigation buoys have existed for less than 30 years.
“Aid technology has changed dramatically over the past thirty years. Acetylene and leadacid batteries were used to power buoy lights until the mid-1960s when they were phased
out in favor of non-rechargeable carbon zinc batteries. In the 1970s, radar reflectors,
transistorized flashers, and photo cell daylight controls were added as standard
equipment. Solar powered aids with rechargeable batteries were introduced in the mid1980s.” (Armacost 1998).
Data and navigation buoys are deployed on all the oceans of Earth. If we can develop a
device that powers the instruments and beacons on these buoys in low light conditions, as
in the winter months near the North Pole and South Pole, we can increase the safety of
navigation buoys and the amount of data gathered from data buoys in these regions. For
this application, we concentrated on making the scale model a simple, durable device
with maximum power output per unit cost.
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1.2 Previous Studies
In the 1970’s, one of the first devices designed to harness offshore wave energy to
produce electricity for consumer use was being built (Jeffrey 1978, Young 1985, Retzler
1987, Nebel 1992). Professor Stephen Salter from Edinburgh, Scotland designed and
built the “Salter Duck” (Fig. 3). The Duck was a 300 ton floating canister that bobbed in
the waves which turned a gyroscopic device inside the canister to generate electricity.
Development of the “Salter Duck” began in 1976 at the University of Edinburgh in
Scotland. Funding was diverted from the Duck to wind power research by an advisory
council and the project was abandoned. Survivability was an issue that surely concerned
the advisory council because the 300-ton red canister was designed to float on the ocean
surface. The ocean surface tends to be very destructive in high-energy wave regions.

Figure 3. Salter Duck (www.mech.ed.ac.uk/research/wavepower/)
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Approximately 20 years after the Salter Duck, devices were being built and deployed
based on the principle of the oscillating water column (Fig. 4).

Figure 4. Oscillating Water Column (OWC)
(www.oceansatlas.com/unatlas/uses/EnergyResources/Background/Wave/W2.html)
In 1998 the staff at the Japan Marine Science & Technology Center built and deployed
the “Japanese Mighty Whale”. The device was designed as an offshore OWC used to
harness wave energy to generate electricity and as a breakwater for harbors and marinas.
The Japanese Mighty Whale was a large design with 4400 ton displacement at 50 meters
long (Fig. 5). This large design with a massive, high inertia structure, floating on top of
waves, requires an extremely robust anchoring system. The resilience of these designs is
questionable in the high energy wave climates of Earth.
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Figure 5. The Japanese Mighty Whale (www.jamstec.go.jp/jamstec/MTD/Whale/)
Due to resilience or survivability issues with offshore wave energy devices, a shore based
system was designed to harness the waves as they reached the shoreline. Wavegen built a
shore based OWC in 2000 that is currently supplying power to the grid in Scotland.
Limpet (Land Installed Marine Powered Energy Transformer) is a shoreline energy
converter sited on the island of Islay, on Scotland’s west coast (Fig. 6).
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Figure 6. The Limpet (www.wavegen.co.uk/what_we_offer_limpet.htm)
The Limpet is an onshore OWC which limits power production to available shoreline.
We do not consider this a viable option for replacing fossil fuels because the wave’s
energy can only be harnessed for one cycle and a large percentage of the wave energy
would have been lost to breaking or bottom friction before reaching the device.

In 2005, another large design with a massive, high-inertia structure, floating on top of
waves was designed and built (Fig. 7). Ocean Power Delivery Limited started a full scale
production program building the Pelamis in May 2005. A 750kw full-scale prototype is
120m long and 3.5 m in diameter and contains three Power Conversion Modules, each
rated at 250kW. Similar to the Japanese Mighty Whale, the Pelamis requires an
extremely robust anchoring system and requires “Survival Mode” in large seas.
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Figure 7. The Pelamis (http://www.oceanpd.com)
The survivability tests for scale models are listed on their web page, but the actual
prototypes have not been at sea during a 100 year storm event at the writing of this paper.

Ocean Power Technologies (OPT) builds the Powerbuoy (Fig. 8). Power generating
hardware is contained within the buoy. The Powerbuoy requires “Lock Down” mode for
large seas.
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Figure 8. The Power Buoy (http://www.oceanpowertechnologies.com/technology)
There have been numerous devices developed since then, and many of them have been
targeted for commercial energy production, but none of them have managed to replace
even one conventional power plant.

1.3 Objective and Scope of Work
The first objective of this thesis project was to build and test a scale model WEHD for
overall performance. To meet this objective, it was essential to build a model that could
be anchored securely in the wave tank at SIT, and tested under various wave conditions.
The most important aspects of this research were developing a useful testing process and
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determining maximum power output from the model. For the testing process to be useful,
simultaneous recording of wave and power parameters were essential. Without this
capability, there would be no way to correlate the incident wave power with the
electricity produced.

The work involved designing the scale model, writing and obtaining a grant from the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to fund the component and fabrication costs,
writing a data acquisition software program to simultaneously record test parameters,
running a test matrix on 17 March 2007, analyzing the data, adjusting the scale model,
and running a second test matrix on 13 November 2007. Michael Raftery produced the
original design that was fabricated with the assistance of Marshall Reid, Nikolay
Sedunov, and Mikhail Tsionskiy. Marshall fabricated the water-tight housing for the
device, fabricated component mounts, and aligned all the components. Nikolay selected
and assembled the sensors for the data acquisition system. Mikhail wrote the data
acquisition software. The scale model provided insights to the mechanical components
reactions to various wave conditions. After the first test matrix was run on 17 March
2007, empirical evidence and data were used to adjust the model. After sevens months of
design modification and implementation, the second test matrix was run on 13 November
2007. Information from both tests will be used for further design modifications. The long
term goal is to produce a simple, durable, and cost-effective WEHD system to produce
industrial amounts of electricity using numerous modular components.
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1.4 Environmental Impacts
Using a system that covers a large area of sea surface with buoys and a large area of the
seafloor with anchors creates environmental concerns. What impact will the system have
on sea life, shipping lanes, fishermen, and the shoreline? How will we keep the highvoltage power cables from harming sea life and humans?

The anchor system can consist of large clump weights that will serve as artificial reefs for
sea life. The anchors, housings, and buoys can all be aligned and oriented to allow for
shipping lanes or even provide channel markers. Fishermen in the area will benefit
greatly from artificial reefs formed by the anchors. The only limitation to fishing will be
that no drag or bottom devices can be used within the buoy array or near the sea floor
cable(s) running to shore. Buoys will be made of foam and resin, so collisions between
vessels and buoys will cause minimal damage to vessels. The system can be placed far
enough off shore that it will not be visible from the beach. Wave farms will be capable of
covering many square kilometers of sea surface. Tension on the buoy tethers will control
the amount of wave energy passing to the lee of the wave farm. This tether control
provides the capability for protection from large storms and the capability to control
beach build-up or beach erosion depending on the desires of the local communities. Highvoltage power cables run to shore from the array can be trenched into the seafloor and
under the beach to prevent exposure to sea life and humans. All anchor, buoy, and power
lines from each device are designed to remain in constant tension to reduce the risk of
fouling or tangling the lines with each other or marine life.
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Most of the concerns voiced by the public involve near shore issues. In a programmatic
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) form the Mineral Management Services (MMS)
published in 2007, Environmentalists, Fishermen, Divers, Beach and Littoral Society
members, and the public at large expressed concerns involving offshore alternative
energy devices installed in less than 200 feet (60 meters) of seawater. Offshore
alternative energy devices at these shallow depths may be visible from shore, cross
migratory paths for birds, and may limit the use of some of the richest fishing grounds
available. We suggest using offshore technologies that will allow for “energy islands”
located 10 miles or farther offshore in water over 200 feet deep. Energy islands can
utilize wind, solar, current and wave energy to maximize energy harnessing capabilities
per unit area of sea surface without affecting commercial fishermen, divers, beach goers,
or migratory patterns. Placing energy islands 10 miles or farther offshore will address
many of the public concerns. Existing oil platforms may work well as maintenance
platforms, where maintenance crews may reside, which would reduce the ship time
required for maintenance and improve response time. Oil platforms are also potential
locations for energy conversion such as electricity to hydrogen gas.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND
2.1) Wave Forces
Water particle kinematics for progressive waves
From classic wave theory, we consider a progressive wave of height

(H)

with water

surface elevation (η) given by (eq. 1):

 

H
cos( kx   t )
2

k = wave number = 2/L
x = the horizontal coordinate parallel to wave propagation
 = wave frequency = 2/T
t = time
L = wave length
T = wave period
The horizontal velocity (u), parallel to wave propagation, of a water particle in the wave
is given by the partial derivative of velocity potential

() with respect to the horizontal

coordinate (x) (eq. 2):

u  


H  cosh k ( h  z )

.
cos( kx   t )
x
2
sinh kh

h = water depth
z = vertical coordinate relative to still water
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Note that the negative partial derivative of velocity potential is purely convention and can
be used as positive. This paper follows the conventions of “Hydrodynamics” (Lamb
1945).

The local horizontal water particle acceleration

(ax) is then the partial derivative of the

horizontal velocity with respect to time (t) (eq. 3):

u H 2 cosh k (h  z )
ax 

.
sin(kx  t )
t
2
sinh kh

The horizontal velocity (v), perpendicular to wave propagation, of a water particle in the
wave is assumed to be much less than

(u). This assumption is based on one linear wave

passing through a water column and does not consider multiple waves or currents. To
analyze multiple waves passing through a water column, individual waves should be
analyzed and their vectors summed to predict water particle motion from waves.
The vertical velocity (w) of a water particle in a wave follows (eq. 4):

w


H  sinh k ( h  z )

.
sin( kx   t )
z
2
sinh kh
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The vertical acceleration (az) of a water particle (eq. 5):

w
H 2 sinhk (h  z)
az 

.
cos(kx  t )
t
2
sinhkh
The horizontal and vertical velocity components as functions of position are 90 o out of
phase. The extreme values of horizontal velocity occur under the crest and trough
positions; whereas, the extreme vertical velocities appear where the water surface
elevation is zero.
The accelerations and resultant velocities of water particles impart energy into our
tethered buoy. The amount of energy imparted to the buoy will be discussed in the next
section.
2.1.1) Wave Energy and Power
From the previous section, water particles in waves impart energy into any object floating
on the water surface. In our case, the water particles impart energy into a buoy causing
the buoy to rise from the trough to the crest of a wave. The buoy imparts energy into a
cable wrapped around a reel. In our scale model, as the buoy travels from the trough to
the crest of a wave, the reel applies torque to a shaft coupled to the reel. If the torque is
large enough, the shaft will drive a flywheel and alternator to produce electricity. If the
wave height is too small, the reel will not turn, and no electricity will be produced. Either
way, the spring-rewind will reel in any cable that pays out as the buoy travels from the
crest to the trough of the wave.
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The amount of energy available in a given wave can be expressed in terms of energy
density. Since our goal is to determine watts of power available, the metric system (SI) is
used throughout this paper, and energy density will be calculated in terms of joules per
meter squared (eq. 6):

E

 gH 2
8



Joules
m2

 = Density of fluid, fresh water ~ (1000 kg/m 3), seawater ~ (1025 kg/m3)
g = Acceleration due to gravity (9.8 m/s2)
H = Wave height (m)

Note that the energy density is given in energy per unit area. The unit area corresponds to
area of vertical profile; therefore, the amount of energy that can be extracted from a wave
is dependent on the area of buoy on the sea surface, the wave height, and the wavelength.
Wavelength does not appear directly in the energy density equation, but it does determine
the power available to our device and limits the size of the buoy we can use.

Wavelength is correlated to the speed of the wave. Since waves we see on the ocean
surface are usually a combination of waves from different directions at different periods,
wave speeds are measured in group velocity.
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Group Velocity or Group Celerity is defined as (eq. 7):

Cg 

L
2T

2 kh


1


sinh 2 kh 


L = wavelength
T = wave period
k = wave number = 2/L
h = water depth
Note that the velocity for a group of waves is a function of both the wavelength and the
water depth that the waves are traveling over.
Since longer waves travel faster than shorter waves, groups of waves tend to disperse.
The wavelength used for the group velocity is determined from the dispersion relation
(eq. 8):



2

 gk tanh kh 

 = wave frequency = 2/T
g = acceleration due to gravity
k = wave number = 2/L
h = water depth
We use the dispersion relation to determine the wave number (k) to be used in the group
velocity equation. The dispersion relation requires an iterative solution, so we rewrite
equation 8 (eq. 9):

k 



2

g tanh kh 
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We begin the iteration by using a deep water approximation for wave length (eq. 10):

gT 2
Lo 
2
An initial estimate of the wave number (k) is determined by dividing 2by Lo from
equation 10. The initial estimate is entered on the right hand side of equation 9. The
output from equation 9 is entered as k on the right hand side of the equation until the
output k value converges to the input k value. Convergence within 0.1m is considered
acceptable.
The amount of power available in a given wave can be expressed in terms of power flux,
power flux units are Watts per meter of wave crest (eq. 11):

Po  E Cg  W / m
Po = Wave power flux (W/m)

E = Energy density (J/m2)
Cg = Wave group celerity or group speed (m/s) (Kamphuis 2000)
H/T
1sec
2sec
6sec
12sec
20sec

.25m
.5m
1m
2m
5m
61.2 W/m
244.8 W/m
979.2 W/m
N/A
N/A
122.4 W/m
489.6 W/m
1958.4 W/m
7833.7 W/m
N/A
372.2 W/m 1488.9 W/m
5955.5 W/m
23822 W/m 148887 W/m
875.4 W/m 3501.8 W/m
14007 W/m
56028 W/m 350177 W/m
1171.7 W/m 4686.7 W/m
18747 W/m
74987 W/m 468670 W/m
Table 1. Wave power per meter of wave crest in 30 meter water depth

Table 1 shows theoretical wave power values based on seawater density of 1025 kg/m3 in
30m of water depth (1 second period, 5 meter high waves do not occur on the open
ocean), but most of the waves are realistic. The range of periods includes deep water
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waves (1sec and 2 sec), transitional waves (6sec and 12sec), and shallow water waves
(20sec), for a 30 meter water depth. Deep water waves occur where the water depth is
greater than half the wavelength. Transitional waves occur where the water depth is
between one half and one twentieth of the wavelength, and shallow water waves occur
where the water depth is less than one twentieth of the wavelength (Thurman 1991). To
predict the power that will be harnessed, simply multiply the W/m for the incident waves
times the diameter of the buoy. That will provide the power available to the system. The
amount of electricity produced will depend on the overall conversion efficiency of the
system. Table 2 shows theoretical wave power values based on fresh water density of
1000 kg/m3 in 2.2m of water depth. Note: the actual wave heights range from 58-66
percent of the value entered into the wave maker software program as the wave tank and
paddle width were recently increased from 11 feet 6 inches and 12 feet to 15 feet 6 inches
and 16 feet respectively
H/T
Actual
2sec
2.25sec
3sec

8”
10”
entered
entered
.122m/5.0” .152m/6.6”
36.1W/m

10.33”
entered
.157m/6.8”

56.0W/m

12”
entered
.183m/7.2”
68.7W/m
81.1W/m

14”
18”
entered
entered
.213m/8.8” .274m/10.5”
93.1W/m 154.1W/m

84.7W/m
Table 2. Wave maker performance for test matrix in SIT Tank 3

2.2) Dynamics of a Spring Reel Tethered Buoy
Consider a tethered buoy moored to the sea floor using a spring-rewind reel. The springrewind system can work using mechanical springs, gears, electric motors, hydraulic
accumulators, or any type of energy transfer system. As a wave passes under the buoy,
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force is applied to the tether, the tether compresses the spring which stores energy. After
the crest of the wave has passed the buoy, the energy in the spring applies force to the
tether rewinding the tether around the reel. The lift force from the buoy is directly
proportional to the displacement of the buoy and the force applied to the tether during
rewind is a function of the spring system connected to the reel. In most waves, only a
fraction of the lift force from the buoy will be required to rewind the reel. This provides
an opportunity to harness wave energy to produce electricity. The hydraulic accumulator
is the preferred system because it is adjustable on a real-time basis and metal fatigue is
less likely to cause failures than in springs or gears, but for cost savings, a steel spring
was used for testing the model analyzed in this paper. The system has a center of gravity
within the buoy and the tether remains in tension regardless of the buoy’s motion. The
phenomenon is approached as a forced vibration problem. The buoy and its tether act as a
spring-mass system driven by the oscillating wave force. The forces on the buoy in waves
result from the velocities and accelerations of the water particles in the waves. If the
spring tension is too high, the buoy will act as a fixed mooring which will reduce cable
pay out and extraction efficiency. If the spring tension is too low, the cable tension will
provide little torque to the reel and extraction efficiency will be reduced. This is an
optimization problem that will be addressed in future designs using real-time control
systems to monitor and regulate the spring tension in the cable depending on the incident
wave conditions.
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2.2.1) Wave-induced displacement of a tethered buoy
To determine the potential power output of our scale model, we must examine the energy
extracted from the waves by the oscillations of the buoy. The buoy is moved by the
incident wave field, and the buoy radiates some of that energy back into the wave field
when the waves reflect off the buoy (Bruno 1994, Grilli 2007). We begin by assuming
that the main driving force for our system is the heave motion of the buoy. Motion of
water particles in waves is a combination of transverse and longitudinal oscillations. This
combination of oscillating motions results in water particles travelling in elliptical paths
which are nearly circular.
From the fundamental trigonometry identity (eq. 12):

cos 2   sin 2   1
The location of the water particle on a circular ellipse of radius 1 is:

cos   i sin 
For ease of differentiation we use the polar form of this complex number (eq. 13):

e  i   cos   i sin 
For our application:

  t
The vertical displacement due to heave is then the real component (eq. 14):

z  z 0 e  i t
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The resulting force due to wave scattering is:

F 0 e  i t
The equation of motion of the buoy is written (eq. 15):

d 2z
dz
 i t
m

(



)

Kz

F
e
0
dt 2
dt
m = total mass of the system
 = rate of wave radiation damping for the buoy
 = rate of wave radiation damping for the WEHD
Kz = static restoring force
F0 = Force amplitude
Note that Equation 15 resembles the equation of motion for a spring-mass system. The
mass of the buoy is supported by the buoyancy of the buoy with a “spring constant” K.
Note the “spring constant” only applies to one level of draft or submersion for the buoy.
The deeper the buoy is submerged, the stronger the buoyant force until the buoy is
entirely submerged.

The velocity of the buoy is dz/dt, and the power extracted by the WEHD from the motion
of the buoy is (eq. 16):

 dz 
P  

dt



2
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For maximum power, the rate of wave radiation damping must equal the power extraction
rate, which implies:
=

Furthermore, the buoy must be kept in resonance, such that (eq. 17):

m

2

 K

Corresponding maximum power is (eq. 18):

P max 

F

2

8

The exciting force, F is written in terms of incident wave characteristics (eq. 19):

F   i  gkH ( b )

(h  (



g



) sinh

2

kh )

2 cosh( kh )

The radiation damping coefficient,  is a function of the radiated wave characteristics
(eq. 20):

   k ( b 

2

 b

2

)

b+, b- are the normalized amplitudes of the radiated waves in the positive (direction of
incident wave propagation) and negative direction, respectively.
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Substitute Equations 19 and 20 into Equation 18 (eq. 21):

g 2H
P max 

2

(h 

16 

2

g

 sinh

cosh

2

2

( kh )

( kh )

)

1

(
1



2

b

2

b

)

Using Equations 6, 7, and 8 into Equation 21 can be written (eq. 22):

1

P max  (
1

b

 2

b

) Pw

2

Pw = the power per meter of wave crest in the incident waves (i.e., Table 1 or 2)
Since the buoy is a symmetrical object, the radiated wave amplitudes are the same in all
directions, so that |b+| = |b-|, which implies (eq. 23):

P max 

1
Pw
2

H/T
.122m/5.0” .152m/6.6” .157m/6.8” .183m/7.2” .213m/8.8” .274m/10.5”
2sec
68.7W/m
93.1W/m 154.1W/m
2.25sec 36.1W/m
56.0W/m
81.1W/m
3sec
84.7W/m
Table 3. Watts per meter of wave crest for test matrix in SIT Tank 3
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H/T
.122m/5.0” .152m/6.6” .157m/6.8” .183m/7.2” .213m/8.8” .274m/10.5”
2sec
82.4W
111.7W
184.9W
2.25sec
43.3W
67.2W
97.3W
3sec
101.6W
Table 4. Power (Pw) incident at 1.2m/4’ wide buoy during test matrix in SIT Tank 3
H/T
.122m/5.0” .152m/6.6” .157m/6.8” .183m/7.2” .213m/8.8” .274m/10.5”
2sec
41.2W
55.9W
92.5W
2.25sec
21.6W
33.6W
48.7W
3sec
50.8W/m
Table 5. Pmax (0.5 Pw) during test matrix
Extraction predictions are based solely on the heave motion of the buoy, but the buoy in
our system is capable of moving in heave, surge, and sway. The mathematical prediction
of power extraction becomes complex when estimates are made for the coupled motions
of heave, surge, and sway. The accuracy of predictions for coupled motion is
questionable without sensors capable of measuring real-time (10 Hz or greater sampling
rate) buoy motion in pitch, roll, yaw, heave, surge, and sway. Sensors with this capability
were expensive during the time of this experiment and determined to be outside the
budget for this experiment. Therefore, a maximum power extraction estimate of half the
incident wave power was considered acceptable.
The performance of the numerous wave energy extracting prototypes operating in the
marine environment during the time frame of this experiment were estimated (by device
manufacturers) at 25 or 30 percent conversion efficiency from incident wave power. This
extraction efficiency is probably due to the difficulty in maintaining resonance between
the natural frequency of the systems and incident waves in random seas.
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The most obvious way of increasing power output is by placing devices in high energy
wave regions. This increases the difficulty of deployment and maintenance and increases
the dynamic loading on the anchoring system and the devices which dictates our
development to focus on a device that is simple to deploy and recover and is highly
resilient.
Long term (10 years or more) offshore buoy data show that the wave conditions off the
west coast of the United States average 2 meter significant wave heights at 12 second
modal periods. These average wave conditions are consistent from the Canadian border
south to Point Conception or less than 100 miles north of Los Angeles for waves more
than 15 miles offshore. The waves reduce in height and period gradually as they pass
over the continental shelf until they reach shallow water and break. The goal of this
research is to develop a prototype device that produces and delivers, to a shore based
substation, significant amounts of electricity in waves over 0.5 meters high and remains
fully operational in tsunamis and storms using a buoy that is 10 meters wide or smaller.
The overall conversion and delivery efficiency from the device and seafloor cables is
intended to be similar or slightly better than existing systems. System survival and range
of operation are higher priorities.

2.3) Added Mass
The “m” term in Equation 15 includes inertia and added mass for the buoy and the
internal reaction force caused by the WEHD on the buoy. In terms of buoy motion on the
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sea surface, the concept of added mass involves the water displaced by the buoy and the
motion of other water particles in contact with the displaced water. Since water is nearly
incompressible, the buoy inertia and the water particles in contact with the displaced
water provide lift force to the buoy in excess of the buoy displacement. This lift force is
termed added mass. Added mass can increase the energy harnessing capability of our
system. For example, if the WEHD buoy displaced 1000 kg of seawater in 1 meter
waves, as much as 1500 kg of lift may be applied to the buoy tether (reference Dr. Len
Imas). The actual amount of added mass is a function of buoy parameters, wave height
and wave period. To measure the added mass effect, weights can be added to the buoy
once efficiency is maximized for a simple buoy and tether system.

2.4) Alternative Power Calculations
This is a classic spring-mass system where Newton’s second law of motion can be used
to analytically estimate power production. We use the translational version with force,
mass, and acceleration.

Translational motion:
Since each buoy/cable system is considered one unit harnessing wave energy,
calculations of power harnessed were determined for the system rather than the incident
waves. In this system, energy harnessed can be derived from buoy motions. It is assumed
the buoy will travel in both the horizontal and vertical planes above the cable reel. If this
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assumption holds true, the magnitude and rate of cable payout will determine the power
output of the system.
Consider:
Cable length in still water = 30 m
Cylindrical buoy = 10 m diameter x 1 m high at half draft
Buoy Displacement Volume = 78.5 m3
Density of seawater = 1025 kg/m3
Buoy displacement = 80,460 kg
Wave height = 1m
Wave period = 6s
Buoy motion in horizontal plane = 15 degrees left and right of vertical
Cos 15 degrees = 0.966
30 m/0.966 = 31 m = “hypotenuse” cable length from horizontal motion
31 m + 1 m vertical = 32 m cable length
This equates to 2 m “lift” stroke every 6 seconds
Gravity = 9.8 m/s2
2 m x 9.8 m/s2 x 80,400 kg x 1 wave/6 s x 0.15 efficiency = 39,396 Watts/ buoy
39,396/ 10m = 3940 watts per meter of wave crest, approximately 4 times wave theory at
15% efficiency
Of course the buoy will not always travel 15 degrees in the horizontal plane, but a
hydraulic accumulator can be used as the spring-rewind and the spring tension can be
changed in real-time to maximize this motion. The parameter that is most likely to vary
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from these estimates is the efficiency. It will be critical to keep friction losses to a
minimum to achieve fifteen percent efficiency overall. The phenomena known as “addedmass” will increase the chances of achieving fifteen percent efficiency overall.

CHAPTER 3
DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT
3.1) Scaling
Scaling for this experiment was one of the design challenges. Designing a system that
could produce as much electricity as possible from the waves in tank 3 was our goal.
Some of the trade-offs include cost and size, size and efficiency, and size and resilience.
We expected a system that was too small would not endure the rigors of numerous tests.
As a general rule, larger alternators and generators are more efficient than smaller versions
with similar designs. We wanted to buy commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) components
whenever possible which played a large part in the final design. The scientists from the
MOTO experiment (Bruno 1994) determined that their buoy recovered the most power
when it was at half draft, and would recover 407.5 of 762.0 theoretically possible
horsepower from 10.2-foot regular waves at 11-second periods. The wave maker in tank 3
at SIT was capable of producing 16.2-inch waves at 2.3-second periods in 1994. Of course
the ocean rarely has regular waves; therefore, spectral wave runs should be documented.
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Power estimates can be scaled up to match ocean wave heights using the following Froude
scaling:
Velocity Scale: NV = Vp/Vm = (g * Lp)1/2/(g * Lm)1/2 = NL 1/2
Time Scale: NT = (Lp/Vp)/(Lm/Vm) = Vm/Vp * Lp/Lm = 1/ N L 1/2 * NL = NL 1/2
Acceleration Scale: Na = ap/am = (Vp/Tp)/(Vm/Tm) = NV * 1/ NT = 1
Assume prototype and model densities are equal: p/m = 1
Force Scale: NF = Fp/Fm = p/m * Lp3/ Lm3 * ap/am = NL 3
For linear waves: P  E * C or Power = Energy/Length * Wave Velocity
Power Scale: NP = Pp/Pm = (Lp * Fp/Tp)/ (Lm * Fm/Tm) = N L * NF * 1/NT = NL3. 5
Power of Prototype = Power of Model x NL3. 5
Where NL equals the length scale of the model
NL for the MOTO experiment = 12
Confirmed by run 225 of the MOTO experiment:
6.807 E-2 hp * 12 3.5 = 407.5 hp
The scaling for the MOTO and the WEHD are based on the dimensions of the buoys in
each experiment. The actual dimensions of the WEHD buoy were 1.2m wide x 1.2m long
x 0.23m high. The length scale (NL) for the WEHD buoy is intended to be 8 which
equates to a 9.6m x 9.6m square prototype buoy that is 2.8m high.
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3.2) Device Design and Assembly
Extensive team work has lead to a model WEHD device and a comprehensive
instrumentation test bed for wave energy research in wave tanks. Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show
the mechanical components of the latest embodiment of the WEHD.
In these figures, energy is transferred from left to right. As a wave passes over the device,
the buoy rises and pulls up on the cable (Fig. 11 next page), thus rotating the spring-reel
and drive shaft. The drive shaft engages the 1st clutch turning the input shaft to the
gearbox. The gearbox amplifies drive shaft speed, to turn the 2nd clutch 25 times faster

Cable

Spring

25:1 gearbox
1st clutch
2nd clutch

Drive shaft

Flywheel

Alternator

Flywheel shaft

Fig. 9. Scale Model Wave Energy Harnessing Device

Fig. 10. WEHD with watertight pressure housing prepared for wave tank testing
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than the 1st clutch. The 2nd clutch turns the shaft for the flywheels. The flywheel shaft is
connected to the alternator (direct current electrical generator), so the alternator turns
with the flywheels, generating electricity. As the buoy passes over the wave crest and
begins to descend, the spring-reel rewinds the cable and the drive shaft free-spins in the
1st clutch, disengaging from the gearbox. While the cable is rewinding, the 2 nd clutch
also decouples the flywheel shaft from the gearbox, allowing the energy stored in the
flywheels (during the buoy’s up stroke) to continue turning the alternator during the
down stroke. Note that energy can only be input to the system while the buoy is traveling
upwards, during the up stroke half of the wave cycle. During the up stroke, energy is
stored in the flywheels as kinetic energy. This energy is released during the buoy down
stroke, allowing the alternator to continuously generate electricity throughout the wave
cycle.

Fig. 11. The buoy pulls on the cable which turns the reel and input shaft
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We wish to develop the device using commercially available “off-the-shelf” components
as far as possible. This will reduce the costs of development, assembly, and maintenance,
improve scalability, and reduce the time to market. A key engineering design problem is
how to convert a low-frequency, sinusoidal motion, into steady, high frequency rotational
motion to generate electricity. The wind energy industry was the first place we looked for
solutions, and we chose a specific permanent magnet alternator (PMA) because it is more
efficient at producing electricity at lower rotational speeds than conventional alternators.
The selected PMA was bench-tested by mounting it on a machine shop lathe. The PMA
was driven at a range of speeds and with a range of resistive loads to determine ideal
speed and load ranges to deliver the desired quantity of electrical power. The other
components in the WEHD were then selected and designed in order to match the
expected input from the waves in the wave tank to the PMA torque and speed
requirements determined during the bench testing. The WEHD model was then
assembled in the machine shop at SIT. A water-tight housing was built for the WEHD,
and anchoring hardware attached to the frame of the WEHD. Note that we have not yet
incorporated anchor reels into testing due to budget constraints. We will continue to bolt
the scale model WEHD to the floor of the wave tank until funding is available for anchor
reels.
3.3) Tank Set-Up
Tank 3 at the Davidson Lab was used for this experiment. Michael Raftery and Marshall
Reid assembled the WEHD in the Davidson Lab machine shop. The WEHD was anchored
to the bottom of tank 3 (Fig. 12 next page). Cables were run from the model over the side
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of the tank to deliver current, voltage, rpm, and temperature data to a data acquisition card
and then to a laptop running data acquisition software. A wave wire was installed near the
buoy on the east wall of the tank, connected to the data acquisition card, and calibrated. A
heave wheel was then mounted to the rail directly over the buoy, connected to the data
acquisition card, and calibrated.

Figure 12. WEHD test set-up in SIT wave tank
3.3.1) Calibration
1) Wave Wire
One major advantage of having a wave tank in an enclosed building is the ability to
obtain still water. This allowed us to easily record surface water level relative to a fixed
location. The still water level was recorded at 46 inches below the rail used for towing in
tank 3. The wave gauge was mounted to a calibration post with a 0.01 inch graduated dial
used to raise and lower the wire relative to the still water level. Voltage was recorded at
the still water level, and then the wire was lowered and raised in one-inch increments and
voltages recorded. Voltages were recorded in one-inch increments up to three inches
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above and below the still water level. This allowed us to calibrate a continuous linear
relationship between voltage and water level to measure waves passing by the wire.
17 March 2007 Calibration:
voltage
-1.83
-1.48
-1.13
-0.78
-0.37
-0.03
0.44

height (in)
3
2
1
0
-1
-2
-3

Table 6. Wave wire calibration
Linear relation of voltage to wave height on 17 March 2007:
Height (inches) = (-2.669 x Voltage) – 1.9751
Note: Wave wire output was routed to signal conditioner using BNC cable
Linear relation of voltage to wave height on 13 November 2007:
Height (inches) = (-4.9924 x Voltage) + 6.6399
Note: Wave wire output was routed to signal conditioner using BNC connection box near
viewing window

2) Heave Wheel
The heave wheel cable was pulled out 33 inches to simulate the distance from the rail to
the connection point on top of the buoy, and that output was recorded as zero. No attempt
was made to restrict the buoy in heave, surge, or sway as this will not be done on a
prototype. The heave wheel was only used during the 17 March 2007 test runs. The
power conditioning equipment for the heave wheel was being modified during the 13
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November 2007 test runs, so heave wheel data is not available for this portion of the test
matrix.
voltage
1.33
-5.28

height (in)
0.00
33.00

Table 7. Heave wire calibration
3.4) Test Matrix
The wave runs generated during this experiment are listed below (Table 8):
Date

Waves
Input
Actual
Input
Actual
Mono Wave Ht (in) Wave Ht (in) Period (sec) Period (sec)
Run
17Mar07 1
5
2.25
8
2.25
17Mar07 2
6.6
2.25
10
2.25
ITTC Hs (inches) Hs (inches T(peak) (sec) T(peak) (sec)
17Mar07 3
7
3
10.33
3
Mono Wave Ht (in) Wave Ht (in) Period (sec) Period (sec)
13Nov07 4
6.6
2.25
10
2.25
13Nov07 5
7.2
2
12
2
13Nov07 6
7.2
2.25
12
2.25
13Nov07 7
8.4
2
14
2
13Nov07 8
10.5
2
18
2

Table 8. WEHD scale model test matrix data
3.5) Data Acquisition System
In addition to a scale model device, a WEHD test-bed apparatus has been developed,
consisting of a comprehensive range of sensors interfaced to a PC and software for
automated data logging (Fig. 13). This instrumentation enables automatic recording
throughout wave tank experiments of wave motion, buoy motion, drive shaft speed,
flywheel and alternator shaft speed, and the electrical current and voltage output by the
device. Additionally, two temperature sensors are mounted on the alternator to check for
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overheating. All sensors are input to specially designed software which automatically
stores and time-stamps the data as well as plotting data as a series of graphs. This
comprehensive instrumentation test bed enables experiments to be run while
simultaneously recording key parameters such as voltage and current output, wave height
and period, flywheel rpm, and alternator temperature in various wave conditions.

Load

Wave wire signal
conditioner

Switches control
load resistance
PC running
Labview

Data acquisition
board

WEHD internal
sensor outputs

Power supply for
WEHD sensors

Fig. 13. Data system with alternator’s resistive load and data acquisition electronics
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CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
4.1 Test Matrix Data
4.1.1 Results
Test matrix results are shown in Figures 14-21 as records of wave wire, heave wire,
current, voltage, power, and flywheel rpm data sampled at 0.1 Hz. The test matrix on 17
March 2007 was stopped after three runs due to the unexpected degradation of wave
maker performance after wave tank renovations were completed in December 2006. The
wave periods appear to be unaffected by the renovations, but the wave heights ranged
from 58-66% of the height entered into the wave maker software. During the test runs on
17 March 2007, observations of device performance provided valuable information. The
first test run intended to produce 8 inch, 2.25 second monochrome waves, produced 5
inch 2.25 second monochrome waves. The 5 inch waves caused the buoy to oscillate side
to side in the tank which is motion expected from a buoy with a fixed mooring
experiencing Mathieu instability (Radhakrishnan 2005). This implied this system was
over damped. After consultation with Matthew Caprio from the University of Texas,
Center for Electromechanical Engineering, it was determined the dead band from the
25:1 gearbox was causing the buoy to behave as a fixed mooring instead of a spring-mass
system with a buoy experiencing free body motion. After 17 March, a 7:1 full wave
rectification gearbox was designed, built, and integrated into the WEHD and tested on 13
November 2007. Electrical power output appears to have been highly dependent on wave
frequency due to the fact we had no way of varying the spring constant of the model.
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Wave wire - 8in 2.25s waves entered in software.
Actual waves 5in 2.25s

Flywheel RPM- decreases as load is applied.

Heave wire (buoy motion) data – increased wire paid
out indicates buoy being pulled down when load is
applied.

Output Voltage – decreases as load is applied.

Output Amperage – increases as load is applied.

Output power as load is applied.

Figure 14. Data output by the instrumentation and data-logging system during 17 March 2007 experiment. The dashed
line indicates the instant at which a 20 Ohm resistor is connected across the alternator terminals. Wave maker code
requires adjustment after wave tank renovations. Wave heights produced are approximately 58-66% of the value
entered into the software.
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Wave wire - 10in 2.25s waves entered. Actual
waves 6.6in 2.25s

Flywheel RPM- constant 20 ohm load

Heave wire (buoy motion) data – wire pay out
indicates buoy surges at incident wave
frequency

Output Voltage – constant 20 ohm load

Output Amperage – constant 20 ohm load

Output power- constant 20 ohm load

Figure 15. Data output by the instrumentation and data-logging system during 17 March 2007 experiment. 20 Ohm
resistor is connected across the alternator terminals for the entire wave run. Output power is 5W RMS. 10in-2.25s
waves entered in software, actual waves were 6.2in-2.25s
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Wave wire – 10.33in 3s ITTC waves entered. Actual
waves 6.8in 3s

Output Voltage – spikes as load is applied.

Heave wire- buoy motion did not change
significantly when load was applied.

Output Amperage – spikes as load is applied
then decreases.

Flywheel RPM- decreases after load is
applied.

Output power spikes as load is applied

Figure 16. Data output by the instrumentation and data-logging system during 17 March 2007 experiment. The
dashed line indicates the instant at which a 20 Ohm resistor is connected across the alternator terminals. This run
10.33in, 3s ITTC spectral waves were entered in the software and 6.8in 3s waves were produced. Voltage reaction
to the load was inverse to monochrome wave runs and voltage variation was higher than monochrome wave runs.
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Wave wire - 10in 2.25s waves entered in software.
Actual waves 6.6in 2.25s

Output Voltage – decreases slightly as load is
applied.

Flywheel RPM- decrease as load is applied.

Output Amperage – increases as load is applied.

Output power as load is applied.
Figure 17. Data output by the instrumentation and data-logging system during 13 November 2007 experiment. The
dashed line indicates the instant at which a resistor was connected across the alternator terminals. The 25:1
gearbox from the 17 March experiment was replaced with a 7:1 full-wave rectification gearbox. It was apparent in
this run that the spring in the reel was not being extended enough by the buoy motion to maintain flywheel speed
while rewinding the cable.
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Wave wire - 12in 2.25s waves entered. Actual
waves 7.2in 2.25s

Flywheel RPM- decreases under constant load

Output Voltage – increases then drops off under
constant load

Output Amperage
disconnected

–

constant

until

resistor

is

Output power under constant load
Figure 18. Data output by the instrumentation and data-logging system during 13 November 2007 experiment. The
dashed line indicates the instant at which a resistor is DISCONNECTED from the alternator terminals. The spring
was not being extended enough by the buoy motion to drive the gearbox while rewinding the cable. This approach was
taken from the 17 March 2007 test where 10in, 2.25s waves were entered into the software and the system had its best
performance to date.
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Wave wire - 12in 2s waves entered. Actual waves
7.2in 2s

Flywheel RPM- remains fairly constant under load

Output Voltage – remains fairly constant under load

Output Amperage – remains constant under load

Output power remains constant under load

Figure 19. Data output by the instrumentation and data-logging system during 13 November 2007 experiment. The
dashed line indicates the instant at which a resistor is connected across the alternator terminals. The spring
reel was being extended far enough at sufficient frequency to sustain over 10W RMS power. This was the best
performance of all runs in the test matrix.
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Wave wire - 14in 2s waves entered. Actual waves 8.8in
2s

Output Voltage – drops under load then stabilizes

Flywheel RPM- drops under load, recovers, and
drops again

Output Amperage – spikes then drops to zero

Output power spikes under load then drops to
zero
Figure 20. Data output by the instrumentation and data-logging system during 13 November 2007 experiment. The
dashed line indicates the instant at which a resistor is connected across the alternator terminals. The device
performance decreased significantly from the 12in 2s run. This was unexpected. The degraded performance may
have been in part due to resonance differences between the device and the incident waves. A short in the
electrical system was also considered a possible cause of the reduced performance.
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Wave wire - 18in 2s waves entered. Actual waves
10.5in 2s

Flywheel RPM- drops under load then stabilizes

Output Voltage – drops under load then stabilizes

Output Amperage – spikes under load then stabilizes

Output power spikes under load then stabilizes
Figure 21. Data output by the instrumentation and data-logging system during 13 November 2007 experiment. The
red dotted line indicates the instant at which a 20 Ohm resistor is connected across the alternator terminals. The
device performance was lower than the 12in 2s run, but higher than the 14in 2s run. This was also unexpected.
The degraded performance may have been in part due to resonance differences between the device and the
incident waves. This run showed a short in the electrical system was not likely.
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4.2 Device Performance
The electrical generation performance of the WEHD is shown in Tables 9 and 10.
H/T
.122m/5.0” .152m/6.6” .157m/6.8” .183m/7.2” .213m/8.8” .274m/10.5”
2sec
11W
17*
5W
2.25sec
2.5W
5.5W
5W/11*
3sec
10*
Table 9. Power produced (Watts RMS) during test matrix in SIT Tank 3
* indicates peak power only, WEHD was not able to sustain power
7.2”, 2.25s waves were run on both dates, 17 Mar/13Nov
H/T
.122m/5.0” .152m/6.6” .157m/6.8” .183m/7.2” .213m/8.8” .274m/10.5”
2sec
26.7%
N/A
5.4%
2.25sec
11.6%
16.4%
10.3%
/N/A
3sec
N/A
Table 10. Electric generation efficiency relative to Pmax (0.5 Pw) during test matrix
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4.3 Buoy Motion
Buoy motion during the first test matrix was very different from the orbital wave motion
(nearly free body) expected. Rather than moving up and down with the wave peak, the
buoy switched rapidly between positions in wave troughs to either side of the wave peak,
(Fig. 22). Parabolic buoy motion results in very little cable being unwound from the reel
as each wave passes, and thus very little drive shaft rotation. Also, this motion results in
very little of the buoy being submerged (Fig. 23). Unless the buoy partially submerges
and displaces water volume, it is unable to cause lift force (up thrust). This motion was
determined to be a result of the large amount of inertia in the system due to the 25:1
gearbox. During the second test, the buoy motion was very near a free body motion
resulting in more cable pay out per wave period. The speed of the flywheel and alternator
were nearly double the values estimated using cable reel diameter to wave condition
ratios. These higher rpm values are attributed to peak accelerations.

Fig. 22. Parabolic buoy oscillation caused
very little cable extension and little work

Fig. 23. WEHD buoy moving in 20cm
waves during the first test matrix on 17
March 2007
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUDING REMARKS
5.1 Summary
5.1.1 Conclusions
The first series of wave tank experiments produced an unforeseen consequence of the
enlargement of the SIT wave tank that was completed in December 2006. The hydraulic
wave maker was not making waves that corresponded to the wave parameters entered in
the software. Testing showed that the wave maker produces waves approximately 58-66
percent of the entered wave height. For example, when 10-inch, 2.25-second waves were
entered into the software, the wave maker would produce 6.6-inch, 2.25-second waves.
Despite this setback, we managed to run a portion of the test matrix scheduled for 17
March 2007 and a more comprehensive matrix on 13 November 2007. The 13 November
portion of the test matrix was based on the fact that the highest waves the wave maker
can produce are at 2 second periods.

The scope and objectives for this research were met. A scale model WEHD was built and
tested in SIT wave tank 3, and performance was documented. Performance of the
WEHD, as measured by electricity production, was highly dependent upon the natural
frequency of the system and the incident waves as suggested in literature (Bruno 1994,
Grilli 2007). Figures 14-21 indicate that electricity production had a higher dependency
on wave frequency than wave height during these tests. Converting the low frequency
input of water waves directly to electricity was an inefficient process due to three main
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factors. The first factor was the use of a gearbox as a speed (rpm) increaser. When using
a gearbox to increase speed, the inertia effects on the system are multiplied times the gear
ratio. The second factor was that the speed increase that was achieved was not sufficient
to turn the alternator in its peak efficiency range. The third factor was the fact that the
spring tension and natural frequency of the WEHD could not be varied to match the
incident wave frequency.

Buoy geometry was considered for the inefficient buoy motion in the first test, but this
was not the case as the second test confirmed. The buoy used in the test matrix with wide,
flat sheets on the top and bottom, provided a large surface area for lift. The buoy may still
have a tendency to “slide off” the waves if dead band is too large. The buoy will follow
the path of least resistance and may avoid vertical motion by partially submerging one
edge then the other edge of the sheet (pitching) if dead band is too large. It is proposed to
try other buoys with different shapes. This may result in more efficient buoy motion and
thus greater power output.

Gearbox inertia is considered to blame for both the low power output and the unusual
buoy motion in the first test. The high gear ratio (25:1) and high frictional resistance of
this gearbox meant that the small waves were not sufficient to drive the system, which
was effectively “stalling”. Driving this gearbox with the small waves was analogous to
trying to start a stick-shift car from rest while in 5th gear. We replaced the 25:1 gearbox,
which input to the flywheel only during the lift stroke, with a 7:1 which input to the
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flywheel using buoy lift and spring-rewind. The spring in the reel did manage to turn the
gears, flywheel, and alternator, but electricity production was highly dependent on wave
frequency. Gearboxes coupled directly to buoy motion do not appear suitable for this
application, as the system needs sufficient power density (release of energy over time) to
accelerate an alternator until it has reached an efficient rotation speed.

All WEC systems must address the conversion of a low frequency input; therefore, a
buoy and reel system continues to offer significant advantages over existing WEC
designs. The buoy and reel system allows the device to harness a larger range of wave
heights than linear magnet, oscillating water column, or piston systems by simply adding
enough cable to the reel to compensate for water depth and variations in wave height. A
buoy, reel, and buoyant housing design will allow the energy harnessing components to
be lowered near the sea floor for safety where the effects of surface waves are minimal.

5.1.2 Discussion
This research is focused on innovation. In the spirit of Thomas Edison, it is useless to
dwell on the repeatability of something that does not work. Observing the WEHD during
the test matrix and analyzing the data has resulted in specific design modifications. The
first modification will integrate a hydro-pneumatic system, so the tension in the buoy
tether will be adjustable in fractions of a second. This rapid adjustment capability will
allow the device to match its natural frequency to the incident wave frequency
maximizing energy extraction efficiency. The hydro-pneumatic system will add energy
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storage capacity to the WEHD in the form of hydraulic accumulators. Energy will be
stored in the form of compressed gas in the hydraulic accumulators. Hydraulic
accumulators have high power density and flywheels have high energy density as
quantified in Ragone diagrams. By storing wave energy as compressed gas, the WEHD
will be able to release sufficient concentrations of energy to turn an alternator in its peak
efficiency range. A flywheel can still be coupled to the alternator to maximize the time
the alternator spins in its peak efficiency range.
5.2 Scope of Future Work
Any future WEHD we deploy will be capable of shoaling the waves passing over the
WEHD housing. SIT has filed a utility patent for this “shoaling feature” of the WEHD.
The WEHD design has evolved to incorporate a buoyant housing anchored to the sea
floor by cable reels. The buoyant housing also incorporates a surface buoy tethered to the
housing by a cable reel with a communication slip ring. This configuration will allow the
WEHD to be raised and lowered in the water column using radio signals or autonomous
controls. Simple control loops including the input torque, shaft rotation speed, and
electrical load will be setup to maximize electricity production. Quantifying the shoaling
effect of a submerged housing at various depths is the next research goal.
There are other factors, dealing with wave energy, that bring challenges to designers and
engineers. For example, a device anchored in 30 meters of water with 15-second-period,
10-meter-high waves passing overhead can experience oscillating bottom currents near 2
meters per second due to the wave motion on the surface [Kamphuis 2000]. Integrating
the anchor reels into the power generation system will allow us to harness and convert
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this kind of loading on the housing into electricity. The swaying motion of the housing
will cause two reels to pay out while the other two reels, on the other side, will be reeling
in cable. Since the anchor reels will alternately pay out and reel in cable, allowing the
device to store that energy as compresses gas, the loading on the anchors will be less than
their holding capacity. If testing determines this method of managing bottom motion does
not work, the anchors will have to be set in deeper water to avoid loading which will
increase the costs of manufacturing and deployment.

Our objective is to use lessons learned from testing of the WEHD scale models to build a
durable and efficient full-scale prototype for the marine environment. Long-term energy
storage options for extended periods (3 hrs+) of large waves (5m+) include compressed
gas, high-speed flywheels, super capacitors, and hydrogen gas production from
electrolysis. This presents one of the most difficult challenges in attempting to harness
ocean wave energy efficiently. It is fairly common (once per year or more) for ocean
wave energy flux to increase to more than 20 times the annual average due to local or
regional storms. Extreme storms are even more difficult to harness. For example, on
December 11, 1992 at 1900GMT, a significant wave height off New Jersey was recorded
at 9.9 meters by NDBC buoy 44004. The average wave height in that region is
approximately 1 meter. That equates to almost a 100 fold increase in energy flux. To
manage these large changes in energy flux, the energy storage system will be optimized
for the design wave climate.
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Optimization:
Cable Reel
Using a cable reel provides a solution to one of the problems inherent to harnessing ocean
waves. It allows for the mechanical system to harness waves from fractions of a meter in
height to tens of meters in height. The optimal cable reel diameter, cable diameter, and
cable length will depend on the in-situ wave climate, water depth, and buoy size.
Optimizing the reel diameter (rd) is a trade-off between torque and angular velocity. A
larger reel diameter provides more torque to the shaft but at a lower angular velocity. The
optimal reel diameter is considered a function of the mean significant wave height. An
initial estimate is:

rd 

Hs
2

rd = Reel diameter in equivalent units to significant wave height
mean significant wave height
Cable diameter is a function of buoy size and cable length is a function of water depth
and maximum wave height. Cost is one of the main considerations in cable diameter and
length. Cost is directly proportional to both of these parameters. An initial estimate for
cable diameter was based on 25 percent of the lift capacity of the buoy. Since the cable
diameter dictates the load capacity of a cable, a diameter suitable to hold 25 percent of
the lift capacity of the float or buoy is an initial design parameter. The cable does not
have to bear the full lift capacity of the buoy because the lift is continuously being
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converted into rotational reel motion. An initial estimate for cable length was 1.5 times
the water depth.
Speed Increaser
A speed increaser is still required to convert the low frequency input of waves (a 10
second wave equals 0.1Hz input rate to the WEHD) to high speed shaft rotation at an
electrical generator or alternator (most generators or alternators require at least 600 rpm
to operate efficiently, 10Hz or 2 order of magnitude increase). The previous designs
based speed increaser gear ratios on the input frequency of the waves, but future designs
will integrate energy storage capacity in the form of compressed gas. Compressed gas
will allow for high pressure fluid flow to drive the generator or alternator. The high
pressure fluid flow will be controlled by valves in order to maximize efficiency during
electricity production. The speed increaser will no longer be directly coupled to the input
reel. The WEHD can now be optimized for maximum accumulator pressure gain per
wave.
Flywheel
Optimal flywheel dimensions and weight (inertia) were initially considered a function of
spring-reel drive shaft input torque and acceleration, and electromagnetic force from the
alternator. Optimal flywheel dimensions for future designs will be based on energy
storage capacity and buoyancy requirements. Since power output from the alternator is
directly proportional to angular velocity of the alternator shaft squared, and energy stored
in the flywheel is directly proportional to radius squared, it is a design goal to maximize
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flywheel radius and alternator shaft angular velocity without increasing the size of the
water-tight housing to a point where it would not be manageable for deployment.

Alternator
The optimal alternator was initially considered a function of the torque and rpm available
from the speed increaser. Alternator dimensions for future designs will be likely be based
on energy storage capacity. The goal is to maximize generator or alternator power output
and efficiency. The first priority is to maximize voltage output and second to maximize
amperage output. A permanent magnet alternator (PMA) appears to be the logical choice
for this application. Some PMAs are capable of 18,000 rpm or greater and output voltage
increases with alternator speed. PMAs are brushless, so they are very durable. The
optimal PMA will depend on the wave climate in the region of operation and rpm to
voltage conversion ratios.
Energy Storage and Power
An energy storage system will be designed into the WEHD. Energy storage is a valueadded feature for wave energy converters (WEC). Energy storage in hydraulic
accumulators is a proven reliable method capable of supplying energy for numerous
functions. Damping motion with hydraulic accumulators is common practice in the
airline industry and existing components are well suited to damping (harnessing) wave
motion.
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In the storage application, the effective gas volume (V1) of the accumulator is required
for design. To determine V1, the following must be determined:
Vw = required hydraulic fluid volume to or from the accumulator (liters)
P1 = gas pre-charge pressure (bar)
P2 = minimum operating pressure (bar)
P3 = maximum system pressure (bar)
k = adiabatic correction = 1.4 for this application using nitrogen
For isothermal conditions (slow charge and discharge):
V1 = Vw x (P2/P1)/1-(P2/P3)
For isothermal (slow) and adiabatic (fast) conditions:
V1 = Vw x (P2/P1)/(P2/P3)1/k-1
For adiabatic (fast) conditions (electricity production):
V1 = Vw x (P2/P1) 1/k /1 - (P2/P3)1/k
V1 = 2000L (1/0.5)(1/1.4) /1-(1/400) )(1/1.4) = 1.66Vw = 3327L
The WEHD currently uses a pulsation damping accumulator design.
Minimum effective volume (V1) required for pulsation dampening accumulator:
V1 = 0.45 x Q/n
V1 = effective volume (liters)
Q = pump flow (liters/min)
n = pump speed in rpm
For example:
V1 = 0.45 x (60 liters/min)/(60 rpm) = 0.45 liters
The WEHD prototype design currently has 2000 liters of effective volume allowing for
very high flow rates at low pump speeds.
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Convert pressurized gas to energy:
When releasing pressure (energy) from an accumulator at a constant rate, there is a
logarithmic decay of energy stored in the accumulator. We use this decay to estimate the
total energy stored in an accumulator. For example, the energy in an accumulator of
known volume (2000 liters) with 200 atmospheres of pressure (3000 psi) is described as:
1

P1V1



200

dp
P

= P1V1 (ln 200 – ln 1) = P1V1 (5.3)
P1 = 200 atm = (2) 107 N/m2
V1 = 2000 L = 2 m3
= 212 MJ of isothermal energy storage capacity
There are other factors (adiabatic conditions) to consider in rapid release of pressure.
From the ideal gas law (Tipler 1991):
PV = nRT
P = pressure
V = Volume
n = moles of ideal gas (nitrogen in this case)
R = universal gas constant = 8.314J/mol-K = 0.08206 L-atm/mol-K
T = temperature
How much volume does a mol of ideal gas occupy?
In standard conditions:
V = nRT/P = (1mol)(0.08206)(273K)/1 atm = 22.4 L
2000 liter pressure vessel:
2000/22.4 = 89.3 mol x 400atm = 35,714 mol
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Energy may be converted or transferred to different forms: The kinetic energy of moving
water molecules may be converted to rotational energy by a reel, which in turn may be
converted to electrical energy by a generator. With each conversion of energy, part of the
energy from the source is converted into heat energy.
When we loosely use the expression energy loss (which is impossible by the definition
above), we mean that part of the energy from the source cannot be used directly in the
next link of the energy conversion system, because it is converted into heat. e.g. rotors,
gearboxes or generators are never 100 per cent efficient, because of heat losses due to
friction in the bearings, or friction between air molecules.
Most of us have the sensible notion, however, that as we burn fossil fuels the global
potential for future energy conversion becomes smaller. Physicists, however, use a
different terminology: They say that the amount of entropy in the universe has increased.
By that they mean that our ability to perform useful work converting energy decreases
each time we let energy end up as heat which is dissipated into the universe.
For a 400 bar accumulator:
Pressure ratio for expansion to 1 bar: 1/400 = 0.0025
Gas lift works by tapping into the accumulator. One cubic foot of water (proposed hydraulic

fluid) weights 62.427 pounds, which applies hydrostatic pressure that is equal to .433
pounds of pressure per square inch for each foot of height of water (62.427 / 144 square
inches per foot = .433 psi). A column of water 13857 feet high exerts 6000 pounds of
pressure per square inch at its base. Water is approximately 800 times heavier than air.
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For example, suppose we're near the surface of the earth, where the air pressure is 1000
mb, or in SI units, 100,000 kg per meter per second squared. The gas constant is roughly
300 square meter degrees per second squared. So, suppose an air parcel (79% nitrogen
21% oxygen) has a temperature of 300 Kelvin, or 27 Celsius. (Kelvin is the SI unit)
100,000 = density * 300 * 300
density = 100,000 / 90,000
density = 1.1 kg per cubic meter
Another example: 250 Kelvin or -23 Celsius
100,000 = density * 300 * 250
density = 100,000 / 75,000
density = 1.3 kg per cubic meter
Specific volume = 1/density = volume/mass = 0.77 m 3/kg
Energy = kg (m2) /sec2
Stored energy is proportional to pressure and volume.
A 12 liter SCUBA tank at 200 atm has approximately 1.3 MJ of stored energy
(Dr. Dimitri Donskoy)
All renewable sources of kinetic energy, such as wind power, geothermal steam, water
currents, wave action, water being released by a hydroelectric damn, etc., exert a force in a
straight line. The pressurized gas generated by organic Rankine power cycles also exerts a
linear force.
Kinetic Energy equals one-half of the mass times the velocity squared.
1

2

Written as: KE = / mv
2
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Here are two design considerations:
The input port to an accumulator should be larger than the discharge port.
The optimal installation position for all accumulators is vertical with the hydraulic port
down.

Power conditioning is a critical because multiple alternators will be sending electricity to
a node or central location that will deliver the collective power to shore. Most power
conditioning is designed to take place at the node.
Overall Efficiency and Economy of Scale
The overall efficiency and economy of scale of an industrial wave energy harnessing
system are critical to the return on investment. For example, if a system can deliver 1GW
of electricity to shore, it will provide investors with over $350 million per year in gross
revenue at the 2007 industrial electricity price of $0.04 per kWh:

1 GW = 1 kWh every 0.0036 sec
31,536,000 sec per 365 days
= 8.76 109 kWh per year x $0.04 = $350 million
If the system can only produce 500MW, annual gross revenue is reduced to $175 million
The Pelamis is currently being offered a $0.35/kWh “clean energy” tariff from Portugal.
That would equate to $30 billion per year from a 1GW wave farm. Survivability and
electricity revenue dictate weather the investment is justified. A system with annual costs
similar to a fossil fuel plant will be economically viable.
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Keys to maximizing the efficiency of the system include:
Minimizing the dead-band of the system
Minimizing internal friction
Maximizing operational range
Tuning incident waves
Optimizing spacing between buoys
Keys to maximizing return on investment from the system include:
Minimizing deployment time
Minimizing maintenance time
Minimizing permit costs
Maximizing efficiency
Maximizing operational durability
Maximizing energy density
Maximizing “zero emissions” benefits
Power Requirements
Industrial Power:
The power requirements for New York and New Jersey vary greatly with the seasons and
extreme weather events. According to the August 2, 2006 New York Times, the New
York Independent System Operator recorded a record high “real-time load” for the state
of New York of 33,869 megawatts shortly after 3 p.m. on August, 1 2006. In the same
article, New Jersey’s PSE&G reported a peak use of 11,001 megawatts on August, 1
2006. Just to meet these demands, wave energy will have to provide nearly 35GW of
real-time electricity. To produce gigawatts of electricity in average seas, hundreds of
kilometers of sea surface off of New York and New Jersey will have to be covered by
buoy arrays. The goal of this research is to replace all fossil fuel and nuclear power plants
with wave energy power plants. To reach this goal, wave energy must be able to exceed
the grid demand at peak real-time load. This implies that wave energy must be stored in
another form in case the real-time load exceeds the real-time supply of electricity from
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wave energy. The storage method of choice is diverting all energy above grid demand to
production of hydrogen gas. Calm seas frequently coincide with extremely hot days, so
converting excess power to hydrogen gas before hot summer days arrive is essential to
truly replace fossil and nuclear fuels. This is not a terribly daunting task. Electrolysis is a
well established technology. All that is needed to produce hydrogen gas is an electrolysis
system, electricity, and fresh water. After mass production electrolysis plants are built on
shore, hydrogen gas could then run generators in times of peak demand and begin
replacing the use of natural gas. All wave energy systems could be routed to electrolysis
plants on shore that can send the electricity directly to the grid or convert excess
electricity to hydrogen gas. When demand from the grid exceeds the incoming wave
energy, hydrogen could then be used to run industrial generators in the plant to meet the
grid demands. This would set the foundation for the hydrogen economy in the United
States.
Data Buoy Power:
The power requirements for a data buoy were derived from instrumental requirements for
the Secure Infrastructure Technology Laboratory (SINTEL) data buoy. SINTEL
constitutes facilities and equipment from Stevens Institute of Technology (SIT) in
Hoboken, New Jersey USA. A proposed SINTEL buoy requires 100 Watts peak power
and 25 watts of average power consumption. These requirements can be met for long
periods of time by the input from the solar panels, but the power requirements are not met
during short days in the winter months and periods of consecutive cloudy days. The
Center for Maritime Systems field and modeling teams at SIT documented these
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problems as they occurred on the Raritan Bay buoy in their New York Harbor
Observation and Prediction System (NYHOPS) during the month of October 2005.
During nine consecutive days of rain, the battery voltage on the buoy dropped below
functional levels and the buoy only recorded and transmitted data during daylight hours.

Power demands for navigation buoys are driven by the lighting requirements for the
buoy. If the buoy has a 50 watt lamp, the buoy will require nearly 25 watts of average
input providing for 12 hours of illumination. This demand can also usually be met by
solar panels and batteries, but once again, solar power may not be high enough to
recharge batteries in successive cloudy days or during winter months.
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